Research Summery

Cairo Squares at Modern Time

“An Archeological Tourist Study “

The idea of this research had come from my work as a tour guide, as when I was speaking about Downtown especially squares and their statues, I find that there is no any archaeological and tourist data about them, except too little historical and civilized information.

This research is about Cairo squares at Modern Time, especially from 1805 (the time in which Mohamed Ali reach the throne of Egypt) to 1939 (by WWII).

This research had achieved the following results:

1- Provided us with new data about Cairo Squares, their statues, design, history, and the attached streets, bridges, districts, Cornish, and famous characters.

2- It had managed to make a detailed survey to all squares that date back to modern times (13 historical and archeological squares).

3- With this research, we can organize fantastic itineraries about Cairo squares and their statues at daytime, beside fabulous soirees at night on one of the floating restaurants and attending folkloric shows.

4- With providing this new data about this matter, everything became easy, especially for tour guides, tourism promotion officers, and all people who admire antiquates.

5- We had managed to discover a part of Egypt great history by reaching new and important technical results.

6- The research spot on technical and architectural achievements which had happened in Cairo at that time.